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A Suzuki exhibition space at a past
Palm Beach International Boat
Show.
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HQ for new marine business
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Suzuki Motors of America Inc. has
selected Tampa as the corporate
headquarters for a new company
focused on watercraft, Suzuki Marine
USA LLC. 

“Tampa is the heart of the marine
business in North America and we
look forward to starting our
operations here,” Masahiro
Yamamoto, president of Suzuki
Marine USA, said in a news release.
“We are confident that Tampa’s
collaborative business climate,
excellent quality of life and strategic location will help us build a
successful company in the United States.”

Suzuki Motors is headquartered in Japan and is known for making
cars.

The new watercraft-focused company will be located at 13521
Prestige Place, which is a flex space for offices or warehouse
operations. The office is set to open April 1. The Tampa Bay area is
home to several other boat manufacturers including Bertram
Yachts and MarineMax.

The location also provides access to Suzuki’s new Marine Technical
Center, which opened in Panama City in June 2020. 

Further economic impact details are scant.
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The company did not authorize the Tampa Bay Economic
Development Council to share the number of jobs and capital
investment just yet – but the EDC will have those details in the
coming weeks, Tampa Bay EDC President Craig Richard said in a an
email to investors. 

However many jobs the company creates in Tampa, they will
support Suzuki Marine’s corporate operations, dealer support and
sales support, the release said.

No incentives were involved, EDC spokeswoman Laura Fontanills
said. The EDC provided research about the community and
education system, conducted a comprehensive site visit with
company executives, and made introductions to community and
business leaders, she said.

Tampa Mayor Jane Castor also met with the Suzuki team and
helped bring home this deal, the EDC said.

“This project is an incredible win for our community and further
evidence that we can support corporate headquarter operations
for global companies,” Castor said in a prepared statement in the
EDC's press release. “Tampa’s business advantages, including its
strong public-private partnerships, access to a highly skilled
workforce, and outstanding quality of life, helped attract Suzuki
Marine to our community.” 
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